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 I am in California. The sheer exoticism of the blooms everywhere on the streets and yards 
overwhelms me. Their color is all excess and extravagance. Nature seems to squander 
beauty with a complete disregard for decorum. The restrained seasons of Philadelphia, and 
the urban landscapes of childhood offer no preparation for fuschia, roses, wisteria, 
clematis, and poppies in their endless display. I hardly know what to think, riding my 
newly bought bicycle, my body is still young, thick, slumbering, and unprepared for 
assaults on the senses. I have been in the Hillegass house for a year. I am encoding the 
encounters in language that veils the experiences, masks them, keeps them from view. I am 
not willing to state anything directly. The same modesty that is shocked by the wantonness 
of flowers is engaged in the obfuscation of statements through double entendre and puns, 
the combination of displacements and condensations that make mere description into 
metaphor.  
      The manuscript sings, its rhythms more nursery than adult. “Small room in large 
house, she pondered it out.” The antiquarian quality of vocabulary is as striking as the 
rhymes. I am steeped in the language of 19th century fiction. The compressions and 
abbreviations of modern writing have not had an influence or taken hold. Some of the 
spare leanness of adolescent composition has been forgotten, repressed, along with 
recollections of Amy. In this new phase of pre-adult encapsulation, writing is antique, 
mannered, contrived, an infantile archaism, borrowed from literary relics of an already 
other era. Life lived through its complex figurings is equally ornamental, serving as surface, 
shield, and screen. But this is 1970, and the house where I rent a small room is filled with 
undergraduate students who go to Berkeley. I am in an art school whose tiny campus is 
located on a small knoll of a hill in Oakland, where College Avenue meets Broadway. I 
ride my bicycle every day, unless it rains, and trudging up the path pushing the handlebars 
is almost as much as I can manage. I am not a physical creature, not yet. My body is 
sleeping, and my fears hem me in at every turn. I am shy around the young men who are 
my roommates, wondering who among them will or might become my lover. Boyfriend. 
Sweetheart. The very question of terminology has its own torments. 
     A story of intrigue and romance, social relations, with characters and plots thinly 
concealing the actual people in the house. The story is meant to show the cross-currents 
and subtexts of their exchanges, rather than the surface level of engagements or exchange, 
as if reading the emotional shifts of energy at a dream-state of subconscious inention 
revealed as metaphor rather than in the explicit words. Writing life.  

       
      MORE… 

  
  

 
Ms. 0033x_01;  typescript, 50 pages, 8 1/2 x 11”; loose sheets, numbered; good condition; if a 
handwritten version existed, it is long gone, along with any notes; but the illustrations for this 
work exist. It was written out, not corrected, so the pencil cancellations standout as unusual. 
 
It may have been typed on the portable Brother typewriter I had bought at age 12 for Xmas, half 
from my babysitting money ($.50 an hour), half subsidized by my mother. I recall it cost nearly 
$70, an enormous sum. Does it match the typescripts of my Philadelphia adolescent days? 
 
Related to Oh Oh 1973-74, Whole 1971-72. 
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